
 

Active@ File Recovery Professional 10.0.6

The program is basically a data recovery program and scan tool. You simply use Active File Recovery
to scan your data drive, but most often than not, it doesnt find anything. If it doesnt find anything,
chances are that your drive needs to be repaired and that the tool isnt doing its job. Once you find

your lost data, there is no need to pay thousands of dollars to a computer repair technician to
retrieve it. Its relatively simple with the proper software to restore the lost data. So if your looking to

get back data that has been overwritten on hard drives, damaged, formatted, or accidentally
deleted, you should consider using this software. You can make sure your other data is safe, and that

you have the proper tools at your disposal to retrieve any missing data. Active File Recovery is a
good tool to recover data that are deleted accidentally or have been damaged. This tool can restore

or find your data on hard drives or USB flash drives. Active File Recovery supports a variety of file
types, including image, video and audio files. In addition, you can also use this program to retrieve
deleted files from your computer hard drives that are overwritten or lost. The last and best thing
about this software is that it helps you to recover files that were formatted, deleted, damaged or
overwritten. You can also use this software to scan and retrieve formatted image files. Its a data

recovery software which supports almost all popular file types including music, video and images in
the form of music, video and image file formats such as MP3, MP4, AVI, MPEG, GIF, TIFF, JPEG, BMP

and similar file types. This powerful data recovery tool gets you back data that have been deleted or
lost. The deleted data can be formatted hard drive, USB, memory card, partitioned or formatted

memory stick, memory cards, cameras, hard drive, CD DVD, etc.

Active@ File Recovery Professional 10.0.6

Active Boot Disk is a bootable live OS CD/DVD with all the tools needed to help you recover your
files. It can restore your system from a floppy disk, CD-Rom, or DVD. Its compatible with all

Macintosh and Windows machines. Its easy to use and simple to navigate. Active Boot Disk has a
simple interface and is loaded with tools to help recover data from corrupted or lost hard disks. With
Active@ Scan, you can scan your drive or partition to determine whether or not any system files are
missing or corrupted. It can also support most of the latest versions of file systems. It lets you search
both the lost and deleted files and folders for several text strings and case-insensitive letters. Keep

Bootable USB is a useful feature to not only create a bootable system from an already existing
installation, but also to create a bootable system from a different media. Besides, you can also

backup personal data, configuration settings, and other system-specific files to create a bootable
system or USB drive. A great feature in Active@ Data Studio is the ability to search all of the data
contained on your drive. This can be used for both finding lost files and for looking for viruses. The

software does not have the scanning functionality of other programs on this site, but it is still a
comprehensive, advanced and easy to use tool which is compatible with many different file systems.

To recover files on a partition, you can use the third-party tool FAT16/32 Partition Recovery &
Recovery for FAT12 and other file systems. Once the partition is mounted, the tool can recover all
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the files on the partition, including all the files that have been deleted, moved, copied or otherwise
modified. It can also recover files from the backup files that you created through the software.
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